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Ferroelectric phase transition and the lattice thermal conductivity of Pb1−xGexTe alloys
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We show how tuning the proximity to the soft optical mode phase transition via chemical composition affects
the lattice thermal conductivity κ of Pb1−xGexTe alloys. Using first-principles virtual-crystal simulations, we find
that the anharmonic contribution to κ is minimized at the phase transition due to the maximized acoustic-optical
anharmonic interaction. Mass disorder significantly lowers and flattens the dip in the anharmonic κ over a wide
composition range, thus shifting the κ minimum away from the phase transition. The total κ and its anharmonic
contribution vary continuously between the rocksalt and rhombohedral phases as expected for the second-order
phase transition. The actual phase and its strength of resonant bonding play a less prominent role in reducing
the κ of Pb1−xGexTe alloys than the proximity to the phase transition and the atomic mass. Our results show
that alloys with soft optical mode transitions are promising materials for achieving low thermal conductivity and
possibly high thermoelectric efficiency.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.95.144302

I. INTRODUCTION

Thermoelectric materials allow for the reversible conver-
sion of heat to electricity, which makes them particularly
attractive for energy harvesting applications [1]. Nanostruc-
turing strategies have been very successful in creating effi-
cient thermoelectric materials by suppressing lattice thermal
conductivity κ [2–7]. However, this often comes at the cost of
reduced electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient, which
results in modest increases of thermoelectric figure of merit
ZT . Exploiting the fascinating properties of materials near
soft mode phase transitions is an emerging alternative concept
in the quest to increase ZT [8]. The underlying idea is that
soft phonons strongly scatter heat-carrying acoustic modes
resulting in low κ , while possibly preserving high electrical
conductivity and Seebeck coefficient [9]. It has been argued
that soft modes are responsible for the large ZT values of
PbTe [10,11] and SnSe [8,12,13].

A number of questions need to be addressed to fully validate
the concept that exceptional thermoelectric materials can be
found among materials near soft mode phase transitions.
One specific issue is the correlation between the lattice
thermal conductivity of such materials and their proximity
to the phase transition. Recent studies reported extremely
low κ values in marginally stable IV-VI and I-V-VI2 rocksalt
structures [14–16]. We showed previously that driving PbTe
to the verge of the phase transition to the rhombohedral phase
via strain or alloying reduces the κ substantially [17]. In
several I-V-VI2 materials with slightly distorted rocksalt-like
structures, κ decreases as their bond angle approaches that
of the rocksalt phase [18]. Furthermore, the measured κ’s
of SnSe and Pb1−xGexTe alloys exhibit pronounced dips
near the transition temperatures [8,19,20]. In addition, high
symmetry phases of SnSe and AgBiSe2 were reported to
have lower κ with respect to their distorted lower symmetry
counterparts [13,15]. Similarly, first principles calculations
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showed that higher symmetry rocksalt IV-VI compounds have
lower κ than rhombohedral group-V materials (e.g., PbTe
vs Bi) [14], which was attributed to the stronger resonant
bonding in the rocksalt phase [14,21,22]. These findings raise
the question of whether the phase itself plays a key role in
suppressing κ alongside the proximity to a soft mode phase
transition. Furthermore, it is not known how the interplay of
alloy disorder, structure, and soft modes will affect the κ of
alloys with soft mode transitions, such as Pb1−xGexTe.

In this paper, we investigate the impact of proximity to
the ferroelectric phase transition on the lattice thermal con-
ductivity of Pb1−xGexTe alloys by tuning their composition.
These alloys undergo a soft optical mode transition between the
rocksalt and rhombohedral phases as a function of the compo-
sition and temperature [23], and have high ZT [19,20,24–27].
Our first principles virtual-crystal calculations show that the
phase transition minimizes the anharmonic component of κ

due to extremely soft optical modes which maximize the
anharmonic acoustic-optical coupling, especially for low-
frequency phonons. Mass disorder additionally reduces κ via
scattering of mid- and high frequencies, which flattens the
drop in the anharmonic κ over a wide range of compositions
and moves the κ minimum away from the phase transition.
Furthermore, we find a continuous change of the total and
anharmonic κ between the rocksalt and rhombohedral phases
characteristic of the second-order phase transition. We argue
that the structure and its degree of resonant bonding are less
crucial for lowering the κ in these alloys than the proximity to
the phase transition, average atomic mass, and mass disorder.
Our findings highlight the potential of combining soft optical
modes and alloying to design materials with low κ and
potentially high ZT .

II. METHODOLOGY

We compute the lattice thermal conductivity of Pb1−xGexTe
alloys from first principles, combining density functional
theory (DFT) [28] and the Boltzmann transport equation
in the relaxation time approximation (BTE-RTA) [29]. This
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approach typically gives κ values in good agreement with
experiment [11,30–33], and can be used to predict the κ of
proposed new materials. The lattice thermal conductivity (for
simplicity thermal conductivity from here on) is given by [29]

κ = 1

NV

∑

q,s

cq,sv
2
q,sτq,s , (1)

where (q,s) denotes the wave vector q and branch index s of
a phonon mode with frequency ωq,s . cq,s is the heat capacity,
vq,s = dωq,s/dq the group velocity, and τq,s the phonon life-
time. V is the primitive cell volume and N is the total number of
sampled q points. We use 20 × 20 × 20 grids in the Brillouin
zone for the κ calculations (we verified that using 40 × 40 ×
40 grids changes the κ values by no more than a few percent
with respect to 20 × 20 × 20 grids). Anharmonic phonon
lifetimes are calculated taking into account the contribution
of three-phonon scattering processes [29,34,35]. Pb1−xGexTe
alloys are treated using the virtual crystal approximation, thus
assuming a displacive second-order phase transition [36,37].
Mass disorder is modeled via an effective phonon lifetime
given as [38,39]

τ−1
q,s = π

2N
ω2

q,s

∑

q′,s ′
δ(ωq,s − ωq′,s ′ )

×
∑

σ

g(σ )|e∗
q,s(σ ) · eq,s(σ )|2, (2)

where eq,s is the eigenvector of mode (q,s). The strength
of mass disorder is defined as g(σ ) = ∑

i fi(σ )[1 −
mi(σ )/m̄i(σ )]2, where fi(σ ) and mi(σ ) are the fraction and
the atomic mass of the ith atomic species occupying atom σ

in the virtual crystal lattice, while m̄i(σ ) is its average mass.
We calculate κ combining the phonon lifetimes due to mass
disorder with the anharmonic (three-phonon) lifetimes using
Mattheisen’s rule. Disorder in the force constants is not treated
in our approach, and its inclusion would only increase the κ

reductions predicted here [40].
The real-space finite difference supercell approach [31] as

implemented in the PHONO3PY code [41,42] is used to calculate
harmonic and anharmonic interactomic force constants (IFCs)
at zero temperature from the Hellmann-Feynman forces.
Forces are computed on 4 × 4 × 4 (128 atom) supercells
(see Supplemental Material [43]) with an energy cutoff of
15 Ha. DFT calculations are performed with the ABINIT

code [44], using the local density approximation for the
exchange correlation functional and Hartwigsen-Goedecker-
Hutter norm-conserving pseudopotentials [45]. Electronic
states are described using four shifted 2 × 2 × 2 fcc Brillouin
zone grids for alloy compositions x � 0.51, while 2 × 2 × 2
rhombohedral Brillouin zone grids are used for all other com-
positions. Born effective charges and dielectric permittivity
tensors are calculated using density functional perturbation
theory, as implemented in ABINIT [44,46,47].

The described method, however, does not account for
the temperature dependence of structural parameters and
IFCs. As a result, we do not capture the phase transition in
Pb1−xGexTe alloys from the rhombohedral to rocksalt phases
with increasing temperature at a given composition [23]. The
temperature at which the phase transition occurs increases as

FIG. 1. Rocksalt and rhombohedral structures of PbTe and GeTe,
respectively. The differences between the two structures are the
position of Te atom along the trigonal [111] axis and the angle
between the primitive lattice vectors. The rocksalt phase is a special
case of the rhombohedral phase with the relative Te position of
(0.5,0.5,0.5) within the primitive cell, and the angle of 60◦.

a function of Ge content, from 0 K at x ≈ 0.01 to ∼670 K for
x = 1 [23]. Nonetheless, we find that the phonon dispersions,
thermal expansion coefficients, and κ of PbTe and GeTe
agree fairly well with experimental data (see Supplemental
Material [48]). Furthermore, our model captures the soft
optical mode phase transition as a function of the alloy
composition, as we will show in the next section. This suggests
that our approach will correctly predict qualitative changes in
the κ of Pb1−xGexTe alloys by varying x.

III. Pb1−xGexTe ALLOYS AND THE FERROELECTRIC
PHASE TRANSITION

PbTe crystallizes in the rocksalt structure, while GeTe
forms a rhombohedral structure, shown in Fig. 1. The relative
positions of Pb and Te atoms within the rocksalt primitive cell
are (0,0,0) and (0.5,0.5,0.5), and the angle between the lattice
vectors is φ = 60◦. In the rhombohedral lattice, the relative
position of the second atom is (0.5 + r,0.5 + r,0.5 + r), and
the angle is φ = 60◦ − θ . Consequently, the rhombohedral
lattice has a trigonal symmetry with respect to the [111]
direction. In GeTe, the relative Te position is (0.52,0.52,0.52),
and the angle is φ = 58.8◦ [71,72]. The rocksalt phase is
a special case of the rhombohedral phase with r = 0 and
θ = 0◦ (see Supplemental Material [48] for further discussion).
By varying the alloy composition, PbxGe1−xTe alloys will
undergo a second order phase transition between the rocksalt
and rhombohedral phases. A typical feature of the second
order phase transition is a continuous change of the values of
various physical quantities at the phase transition (e.g., see the
continuous change in lattice parameters of PbxGe1−xTe as a
function of x in Supplemental Material [48]).

We illustrate the alloy composition at which the phase
transition occurs within our model by plotting the frequency of
the lowest transverse optical mode at 
, TO(
), as a function of
x; see Fig. 2. The phase transition takes place for x = 0.492,
when the frequency of TO(
) becomes ≈0 THz. For 0 �
x < 0.492, the rocksalt structure is energetically preferable,
and the TO(
) frequency decreases smoothly with increasing
x, from ∼1.0 THz in PbTe to ∼0.2 THz for x = 0.49. The
rhombohedral structure is favorable for 0.492 < x � 1, and
the TO(
) frequency decreases almost linearly with decreasing
x, from ∼2.0 THz in GeTe to ∼0.4 THz at x = 0.51. In
the immediate vicinity of the structural transition, the TO(
)
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FIG. 2. Frequency of the lowest transverse optical mode at the
zone center, TO(
), as a function of Pb1−xGexTe alloy composition.

frequency is higher in the rhombohedral phase compared to
the rocksalt phase by a factor of ∼√

2 (for x = 0.491 and
x = 0.493, respectively). This value can also be obtained
analytically by examining the total energy as a function of the
TO atomic displacement for the two phases (see Supplemental
Material [48]). We note that since the transition temperature
of Pb0.5Ge0.5Te is ∼450 K [23], our model best describes
the soft TO modes and κ of Pb1−xGexTe alloys near this
temperature.

In addition to dramatic softening of TO(
) modes, we
illustrate the full impact of increased proximity to the phase
transition on the phonon dispersions of Pb1−xGexTe alloys.
Figure 3(a) compares the phonon dispersions of two rhom-
bohedral structures: GeTe and a composition on the verge of
the phase transition, Pb0.49Ge0.51Te. Similarly, in the rocksalt
phase we compare PbTe and Pb0.51Ge0.49Te; see Fig. 3(b).
Away from the zone center, phonon frequencies become signif-
icantly lower as the value of x decreases in both the rocksalt and
rhombohedral phases. This change is largely due to the heavier
average atomic mass as the alloy composition varies from GeTe
to PbTe. At the phase transition, the phonon dispersions of the
rocksalt and rhombohedral structures are remarkably similar;
see Fig. 3(c). This is due to the fact that the soft optical mode
transition in Pb1−xGexTe alloys is second order.

IV. PHONON LIFETIMES

The extremely soft TO modes at the ferroelectric phase
transition minimize the anharmonic phonon lifetimes of
Pb1−xGexTe alloys in both the rocksalt and rhombohedral
phases. In the rhombohedral phase, three-phonon lifetimes
are reduced by a factor of ∼2 in Pb0.49Ge0.51Te compared to
GeTe at 450 K [Fig. 4(a)]. This reduction is maintained across
the entire frequency spectrum, which is more clearly shown in
the inset of Fig. 4(a), where averaged anharmonic lifetimes,
defined as 〈τ 〉 = ∑

q,s τq,sδ(ω − ωq,s)/
∑

q,s δ(ω − ωq,s), are
plotted versus frequency. In the rocksalt phase, anharmonic
lifetimes τ are also minimized at the phase transition, as
illustrated by their comparison for Pb0.51Ge0.49Te and PbTe
in Fig. 4(b). However, in this case the reduction is mainly
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FIG. 3. (a) Phonon band structures at 0 K for GeTe (solid
black line) and an alloy in the rhombohedral structure near the
phase transition, Pb0.49Ge0.51Te (dashed red line). The frequencies
of the soft transverse optical phonon modes at the zone center,
TO(
), are highlighted in black circles for GeTe and red squares
for Pb0.49Ge0.51Te. (b) Phonon band structures at 0 K for PbTe
(solid black line) and an alloy in the rocksalt structure near the
phase transition, Pb0.51Ge0.49Te (dashed red line). TO(
) mode
frequencies are highlighted in black circles for PbTe and red squares
for Pb0.51Ge0.49Te. (c) Phonon band structures at 0 K for alloy
compositions in the rocksalt and rhombohedral phases near the phase
transition: Pb0.51Ge0.49Te (solid black line) and Pb0.49Ge0.51Te (dashed
red line), respectively.
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FIG. 4. (a) Anharmonic (three-phonon) phonon lifetimes at 450 K
as a function of frequency for GeTe (black pluses) and a rhombohedral
alloy near the phase transition, Pb0.49Ge0.51Te (red crosses). Inset:
averaged anharmonic lifetimes vs frequency at 450 K for GeTe (solid
black line) and Pb0.49Ge0.51Te (dashed red line). (b) Anharmonic
lifetimes at 450 K as a function of frequency for PbTe (black
pluses) and a rocksalt alloy near the phase transition, Pb0.51Ge0.49Te
(red crosses). Inset: averaged lifetimes vs frequency at 450 K for
GeTe (solid black line) and Pb0.51Ge0.49Te (dashed red line). (c)
Anharmonic lifetimes at 450 K as a function of frequency for rock-
salt Pb0.51Ge0.49Te (black pluses) and rhombohedral Pb0.49Ge0.51Te
(red crosses). Inset: averaged lifetimes vs frequency at 450 K
for Pb0.51Ge0.49Te (solid black line) and Pb0.49Ge0.51Te (dashed
red line).

concentrated to lower frequencies. The significant decrease of
anharmonic τ at the phase transition offers new alternatives
in the search for techniques to suppress lifetimes across the
frequency spectrum. Furthermore, the anharmonic τ of the
rocksalt and rhombohedral structures in the vicinity of the
phase transition are very similar [Fig. 4(c)]. This similarity is
a direct result of the second-order phase transition, and results
in the continuous change of anharmonic lifetimes as the alloy
composition is varied.

The maximal softening of the TO mode at the zone
center is directly responsible for the maximal strength of the
anharmonic coupling of TO modes with heat-carrying acoustic
modes, and the minimization of anharmonic lifetimes at the
phase transition. We computed the acoustic-TO contribution
to the lifetimes at all frequencies by accounting for the triplets
of interacting states that contain at least one acoustic and
one TO mode as described in Ref. [17]. We distinguished
between TO and longitudinal acoustic (LA) modes whose
order changes throughout the Brillouin zone by projecting their
eigenvectors onto the corresponding wave vector, and then
determined which state is more longitudinal. We found that
the acoustic-TO contribution to the lifetime dominates over the
other contributions across the spectrum, and becomes maximal
at the phase transition (see Supplemental Material [48]).

The effect of mass disorder on phonon lifetimes in
Pb1−xGexTe alloys is strongest for x ≈ 0.6. By taking the
derivative of the expression for the mass disorder strength g

on the Pb/Ge site, it can be derived that g reaches a maximum
for x = mPb/(mGe + mPb) = 0.74. Nevertheless, the larger
density of states for compositions with smaller Ge content
shifts the composition at which the overall scattering due
to mass disorder is strongest to x ≈ 0.6. Mass disorder is
more effective at scattering mid- and high-frequency phonons
in comparison to anharmonic processes. However, at low
frequencies, anharmonic τ are smaller than those due to mass
disorder by several orders of magnitude (see Supplemental
Material [48]). This highlights the effectiveness of the strategy
of combining soft modes and alloying to design materials with
low thermal conductivity.

V. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

The ferroelectric phase transition minimizes the anhar-
monic contribution to the thermal conductivity of Pb1−xGexTe
alloys in both the rocksalt and rhombohedral phases. This is
shown by the unfilled symbols in Fig. 5, which represent the
anharmonic κ as a function of x at 450 K. In the rhombohedral
phase, the anharmonic κ of the composition very near the
phase transition, x = 0.51, decreases by a factor of ∼2.4
(∼1.8) in the direction perpendicular (parallel) to the trigonal
[111] axis with respect to GeTe. These reductions are a direct
result of the substantial decrease in the anharmonic τ of
Pb0.49Ge0.51Te [see Fig. 4(a)], and are further enhanced by
its lower group velocities due to the heavier average atomic
mass. The anisotropy in the anharmonic κ of the rhombohedral
structures decreases from ∼29% in GeTe towards zero at
the phase transition. In the rocksalt phase, the anharmonic
κ initially slightly increases for low values of x, and then
decreases as x becomes larger. This effect is due to the larger
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FIG. 5. Lattice thermal conductivity of Pb1−xGexTe as a function
of the alloy composition at 450 K. The unfilled symbols show the
thermal conductivity due to anharmonic (three-phonon) processes
only, and the filled symbols show the thermal conductivity due to
anharmonic processes and mass disorder. Black circles show the
thermal conductivity in the rocksalt phase and its isotropic average
in the rhombohedral phase. Red up and blue down triangles show the
thermal conductivity perpendicular and parallel to the trigonal [111]
axis in the rhombohedral phase, respectively.

group velocities competing with the reduced phonon lifetimes
as the proximity to the phase transition is increased with x.
Overall, there is a modest reduction by a factor of ∼1.05 in the
anharmonic κ at x = 0.49 with respect to that of PbTe. This
results in the asymmetric reductions of the anharmonic κ for
the rocksalt and rhombohedral phases (see Fig. 5). Importantly,
the anharmonic κ changes continuously as the alloy undergoes
the second-order phase transition as a result of the continuous
variation of phonon lifetimes and group velocities.

Neglecting the average mass difference among Pb1−xGexTe
compositions removes the asymmetric reductions in the
anharmonic thermal conductivity for the two phases, and
further highlights its minimization at the phase transition. This
is illustrated in Fig. 6, where the mass difference is ignored
by artificially setting the group IV element mass of each
alloy composition to that of Pb0.5Ge0.5Te. The anharmonic κ

decreases smoothly with the increased proximity to the phase
transition mostly due to the reduced anharmonic τ , which
results in a factor of ∼1.5 reduction in both the rocksalt and
rhombohedral phases with respect to x = 0 and 1. Therefore,
the minimization of anharmonic κ at the phase transition would
be more pronounced for alloys with soft optical modes whose
overall mass difference is smaller than that of Pb1−xGexTe
alloys, or for bulk materials driven to the phase transition via
pressure or strain [17]. However, the κ of such materials may
not be as low as reported here since mass disorder would be
irrelevant or weaker than in Pb1−xGexTe.

Mass disorder significantly reduces the thermal conduc-
tivity of Pb1−xGexTe alloys, thereby flattening the dip in its
anharmonic contribution and shifting the minimum away from
the phase transition (Fig. 5). The minimal κ occurs at x ≈ 0.6
in our model where the overall scattering due to mass disorder
is maximized, and near the composition where the phase
transition occurs (x = 0.5). Our results illustrate a general
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FIG. 6. Anharmonic contribution to the lattice thermal conduc-
tivity of Pb1−xGexTe as a function of the alloy composition at 450 K,
where the group IV element mass of each alloy composition is
artificially set to that of Pb0.5Ge0.5Te. Black circles show the thermal
conductivity in the rocksalt phase, while red up and blue down
triangles show the thermal conductivity perpendicular and parallel
to the trigonal [111] axis in the rhombohedral phase, respectively.
Also shown in green crosses is the frequency of the lowest transverse
optical mode at the zone center for the same mass of the group IV
element as described above.

trend that the minimal κ in alloys with soft optical modes
will be determined by the interplay among anharmonicity,
average mass, and mass disorder, and it will not necessarily
occur at the phase transition. We find the factors of ∼7.7 and
∼3.6 reduction in the isotropically averaged κ at its minimal
value at 450 K with respect to GeTe and PbTe, respectively.
Interestingly, for the alloy composition of x = 0.9, scattering
due to mass disorder is relatively strong at high frequencies
due to the high density of states, resulting in the κ value which
is comparable to the κ minimum at x ≈ 0.6. We note that
disorder in the force constants would further suppress the
thermal conductivity values reported here [40].

VI. IMPACT OF STRUCTURE AND RESONANT BONDING

If the overall mass difference in Pb1−xGexTe alloys could
be ignored, the anharmonic thermal conductivity would be
comparably suppressed in the rocksalt and rhombohedral
structures with the similar proximity to the phase transition.
This is shown in Fig. 6, where the dependence of the
anharmonic κ on x is compared with that of the TO(
)
frequency when the group IV element mass of each alloy
composition is set to that of Pb0.5Ge0.5Te. Here we consider
TO(
) frequency as a rough measure of the proximity to the
phase transition of both rocksalt and rhombohedral phases.
The anharmonic κ of a rhombohedral structure is comparable
to that of the rocksalt structure with a similar TO(
) frequency,
and it is even notably lower in the direction parallel to the
trigonal axis. This is in contrast with the previous reports that
high symmetry phases have lower κ compared to their lower
symmetry counterparts [13–15]. However, these studies did
not attempt to tune the proximity to the phase transition of these
materials to fully investigate this effect. Our analysis suggests
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that the proximity to the phase transition, average atomic mass,
and mass disorder are more dominant mechanisms for the
thermal conductivity reduction in Pb1−xGexTe alloys than the
symmetry of the phase.

Our findings are in partial disagreement with the re-
cent claims that stronger resonant bonding leads to lower
thermal conductivity in rocksalt IV-VI and rhombohedral
group-V materials [14]. Resonant bonding is characterized
by half-saturated p-bonds typical for these materials, which
results in delocalized electron densities and large electronic
polarizabilities [14,21,66] (see Born effective charges and
dielectric constants of Pb1−xGexTe versus x in Supplemental
Material [48]). This leads to large values of the harmonic IFCs
for the fourth and eighth nearest neighbors (NNs) [14,73],
which correspond to the second and third NNs along the [001]
direction in the rocksalt structure, respectively [see Fig. 7(a)].
It has been argued that the larger the magnitude of these long-
range IFCs (i.e., the stronger the degree of resonant bonding),
the softer the TO mode and lower the κ of these materials [14].

We find that the long-range harmonic IFCs along the [001]
direction in Pb1−xGexTe alloys are indeed maximized at the
phase transition where the thermal conductivity is minimized.
The traces of the harmonic IFC tensors for several different
alloy compositions are shown in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c) for
the rhombohedral and rocksalt phases, respectively. In both
phases, we see particularly strong IFCs at ∼3 Å, ∼6 Å, and
∼9 Å, which correspond to the first, fourth, and eighth NNs
in the rocksalt structure, respectively, and their rhombohedral
equivalents. IFCs change continuously between the rocksalt
and rhombohedral phases as a consequence of the second-order
phase transition. This can be seen by comparing the IFCs
of Pb0.49Ge0.51Te with those of Pb0.51Ge0.49Te, as shown in
Fig. 7(b). As proximity to the phase transition increases, the
magnitudes of the fourth and eighth equivalent neighbor IFCs
increase substantially and reach maximum values at the phase
transition. As discussed earlier, the TO(
) frequency reaches
its minimal value at the phase transition, and the maximized
anharmonic coupling between soft TO and acoustic modes
results in the minimal κ . Thus we observe the correlation
between the large long-range IFCs along the [001] direction
and the substantially reduced κ as proposed in Ref. [14].

However, in spite of weaker resonant bonds, the anharmonic
thermal conductivity values of the rhombohedral structures are
as low as for the rocksalt structures with a similar proximity
to the phase transition when their average mass difference is
neglected. The short-range IFCs which correspond to the first
NN increase rapidly in the rhombohedral phase with increasing
x with respect to the fourth and eighth IFCs, as shown in
Fig. 7(b). The relative change between the short-range and
the long-range IFCs is much smaller in the rocksalt than
in the rhombohedral phase, which indicates much weaker
resonant bonding in the rhombohedral structures due to the
Te displacement. This stark difference in the strength of
resonant bonding between the two phases does not result in
larger values of the anharmonic κ of rhombohedral structures
compared to rocksalt structures with the same average mass
(Fig. 6). This conclusion is at variance with the previous
argument that stronger resonant bonding causes lower thermal
conductivity in rocksalt IV-VI and rhombohedral group-V
materials [14].
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FIG. 7. (a) Nearest neighbors within the rocksalt structure of
PbTe along the [001] direction, and their counterparts for the
rhombohedral structure of GeTe. (b) The trace of the harmonic
interatomic force constant tensor vs atomic distance for several
Pb1−xGexTe alloy compositions in the rhombohedral phase. An
alloy composition in the rocksalt phase near the phase transition,
Pb0.51Ge0.49Te, is also included for comparison. (c) The trace of the
harmonic interatomic force constant tensor vs atomic distance for
several Pb1−xGexTe alloy compositions in the rocksalt phase.

VII. DISCUSSION

There has been a recent debate in the literature whether
PbTe crystallizes in the ideal rocksalt structure [74–77], or
forms local structural dipoles with increasing temperature
[78–81]. Another controversial issue is whether Pb1−xGexTe
alloys undergo a displacive second-order [36,37] or an order-
disorder [50,59,82,83] phase transition with composition and
temperature. Resolving these questions is beyond the scope
of this work. Here we assume that PbTe has the rocksalt
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structure, and that Pb1−xGexTe alloys go through a displacive
second-order phase transition as a function of x.

Under the assumption of the displacive second-order phase
transition, Pb1−xGexTe alloys transform between the rocksalt
and rhombohedral phases as a function of both the composition
and temperature. Consequently, the anharmonic contribution
to the lattice thermal conductivity of Pb1−xGexTe will be min-
imized at different compositions as a function of temperature.
Similarly, the anharmonic lattice thermal conductivity for a
given x will have a dip in the vicinity of the corresponding
transition temperature. The accurate treatment of these effects
would require extending our model to include the temperature
dependence of IFCs as done, e.g., in Refs. [64,84]. Addition-
ally, the electrical thermal conductivity will be significant in
Ge-rich alloys due to a large intrinsic vacancy concentration
that effectively dopes the material [60,65].

VIII. CONCLUSION

We predict from first principles virtual-crystal simulations
that the anharmonic contribution to the lattice thermal conduc-
tivity of Pb1−xGexTe alloys is minimized at the soft optical
mode phase transition due to the maximized acoustic-optical
anharmonic interaction. The total lattice thermal conductivity
is further considerably reduced due to mass disorder, which

shifts the minimum value away from the phase transition.
The total lattice thermal conductivity and its anharmonic
component change continuously between the rocksalt and
rhombohedral phases of the alloy as typical for the second-
order phase transition. We argue that the structure and its
degree of resonant bonding are less critical factors for the low
thermal conductivity than the proximity to the phase transition,
average atomic mass, and mass disorder. Due to the symmetry-
forbidden electron-phonon coupling between the TO mode
at 
 and the valence band maximum and conduction band
minimum in PbTe [17,85], the electronic properties beneficial
for a high figure of merit may not be hindered by the phase tran-
sition. Consequently, combining soft optical modes with alloy-
ing is a promising strategy in the design of materials with low
thermal conductivity and high thermoelectric figure of merit.
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